
If you have always wanted a Randonneurs Ontario jersey, here is your chance!

https://ppr.louisgarneau.com/randonneursontario

Some notes about what is available and how the store works:

 The store will be open until 9:00 pm on March 15.  You do not pay anything and can
change your order up until that point.  When the store closes, you will be asked to 
finalize your order and pay before March 15.  This timing should have kit in our 
hands by the end of April.

 Orders will be sent directly to you rather than a central address for distribution.  
This will ensure everyone gets their order in a timely manner.  I would encourage 
you to combine orders with anyone you see regularly to save on shipping.

 The pricing is based on the assumption that the combined total of all items ordered 
will be over 50 so please encourage your fellow Randos to order to make sure we 
can keep this pricing.

 All offered items come in both men's and women's styles.

 For jerseys, we have provided three options:

 The Equipe jersey is the same as what was ordered for the Granite Anvil in 
2017.  The fit is what LG calls their Standard Fit (ProFit).  It is a trim 
performance cut, but not as tight as a racing cut.

 The Equite HiViz360 is the same cut as the Equipe, but it has reflective 
accents and the fabric is Diamond instead of Light Micro-Airdry.  There are 
more details about the fabrics on the product pages.

 The Sport jersey has a semi-relax fit which is looser through the body and 2"
longer (men's) than the Equipe.  The fabric is the same Light Micro-Airdry 
as the Equipe, but it does not have the Airfit Mesh side panels.

 All jerseys have a full length zipper.

 For shorts, we have both waist shorts and bibs available.  These both have a 
compression fit which is great for long rides and a comfortable 4 Motion chamois.  
The design is intentionally subtle so that if you want to take advantage of a great 
price for some high quality shorts and buy more than one pair, they should 
coordinate well with other jerseys.

Please let me know if you have any questions.  I look forward to seeing everyone on the 
road in the spring in their new RO kit!

Andrea 

https://ppr.louisgarneau.com/randonneursontario

